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WELCOME

We wanted to emphasize the  
versatility and diversity within our 
range to help you see how you  
can make products work in any  
given aesthetic.



The perfect lightweight addition for the warmer seasons, it’s 
subtle beauty makes it an easy addition to any bedroom or living 
room setting. These cushions can be styled all together or used 
to balance out bolder cushions and the throws match perfectly 
with so many options in our collection.

MERCER LINEN COLLECTION



The Taylor Collection is an accessible styling option for 
any interior style preference. Style them together or mix 
and match them with other pieces in our collection.

TAYLOR JACQUARD COLLECTION

Our Alexander Bedside table can also  
be used as a side table with bonus storage! 



SPLASHES OF COLOUR & TEXTURES

Mix and match our textured and patterned cushions to
add that something extra to a space. These cushions will 
make a bold statement in any home. 

Don’t be afraid to pair textures and bold colours together!



ROSY TONES & DEEP GREENS



SPRING BLOOMS

You can almost smell the scents of the beautiful blooms that arise in spring through 
our tropical themed homewares. Pair floral prints with deep greens that will immerse 
you into an enticing tropical paradise.





MINDFULLY MONOCHROME 

There is a serenity in things that are soft and delicate yet simple.  
This look is perfect for those who like to pair it back but still create  
a statement within a room.



Monochrome is a sleek and sophisticated look

Our Valentina mirror pairs perfectly with  
our ivory and charcoal cushions and throws



Puppy Approved

We ensure our products are loved by all household members.





SUMMER NIGHTS
An insight into the beauty that blossoms  

among the summer nights sky. Bold textures,  
embellishments, colours and patterns that  

mimic the gestures of love, romance and art.





TIMELESS FURNITURE

Invite history into your homes with our hand-crafted  
bamboo furniture collection and our natural coloured 
furniture collection. Natural coloured furniture will never 
go out of style & pairs perfectly with our many  
selections of rugs. Black coloured furniture responds  
to the upcoming trends of 2020 with the use of bold 
colours to create a sleek and sophisticated look.







SLEEK KITCHENWARE

Wow your guests with the delicately handmade grey  
marble collection and our simple yet elegant napery collection.
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